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An update from Simply Sheepish
These past few days I’ve been drafted in for
administrative support (plus general tidying). And so this
Christmas message to the flock comes from a chilly
corner of the Vicarage, at a time of day when the heating
is yet to come on and a semblance of comfort be
restored, enough to keep the thermostat to a sensible
level anyway. Nevertheless, I soldier on (while Emily felts
a million penguins).
It’s been a curious evolution over the past year or so,
from Vicarage HQ’s launch at the 2019 parish Christmas
Market through to reinvention as Simply Sheepish – I
remember the moment in Caffé Nero when we decided
on the name during one of our ‘business meetings’,
having habitually hurried into town on an early bus before
Emily was due at work.
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And there have been plenty of lessons learnt along the
way: reacting to the popularity of the felted sheep;
switching to kits; adding cards; evolving an administrative
system – most of this against the backdrop of Covid-19.
Though ironically, the furlough period and the necessity
of staying at, and working from home, probably gave us a
push in the right kind of direction.

It seems to me therefore, that response is the watchword
of the day (or rather the year), and the season. Particularly
critical currently as we process a great many orders.
Response sometimes means doing the obvious – sheep,
not stationery for example early on; at other times,
gauging what is and isn’t possible: felting kits are more
profitable and certainly more sustainable than making
individual animals (though we’re happy to take
commissions); often logistically, a process needs to be
honed, e.g. restocking in time to avoid a supply problem.

Coming Soon!
(hopefully)

There’s a deeper response too, to the creative impulse,
and the gift of a talented designer-maker to help support.
Mary and Joseph responded to a taxation summons; the
shepherds to angels; the Magi to a star. The Christian
faith is about response, and choice, a leap of faith. But we
don’t have a monopoly on making the most of life, and if
this year’s proved anything to me it’s that sometimes a
modest dream can be made possible if you take a chance
– on yourself, and each other – even in the strangest of
circumstances.
Carpe diem.
The Shepherd.

www.simplysheepish.co.uk

